


Introduction

Advantages

Welcome to our manufacturing facility for medical disposables, where we are dedicated to creating durable, dependable, and

reasonably priced medical disposables to suit the expanding need for medical supplies. Our business has a long history

of being outstanding in the sector, and our team of knowledgeable experts is committed to offering cutting-edge solutions.

to satisfy the special requirements of our clients. We are aware of the crucial part medical disposables play in preserving

the wellbeing and security of patients and healthcare professionals. To make sure that our goods satisfy the highest levels

of performance and safety, we use cutting-edge production procedures and strictly adhere to quality control requirements.

We are thrilled to present to you our selection of premium medical disposables created to specifically address the demands 

of healthcare professionals. In order to enable healthcare workers give their patients the finest care possible, our product line

offers a comprehensive choice of disposable medical equipment, including medicine cups, rectangle basins, sharp containers,

specimen containers, male urinals, kidney trays, and more. Our company is dedicated to sustainability and ethical

manufacturing techniques, and we make it a priority to reduce our environmental effect while boosting the value

we offer to clients.

We are delighted to be a dependable partner in the healthcare sector at our medical disposable manufacturing business,

and we look forward to meeting the demands of our clients with the same zeal and commitment that have distinguished

our organization for a long time.

United Arab Emirates' strategic location and world-class infrastructure make supply chains easier. With uninterrupted

infrastructure and world-class leadership, the nation has established an environment that allows businesses to run

smoothly and quickly.

We provide consumers with prices that are competitive globally.

Each product is designed with great care and attention, with the help of a skilled team's collaborative consultation.

Machines built to European standards have been installed for the finest outcomes and productivity.



Certi�cate

 
We hereby declare that the technical file of product complied with the requirement of directive 
Council Directive on Medical Devices 93/42/EEC as Amended 2007/47/EC 
  

Certificate No.: CE-3650 
Manufacturer   
Name            : STERILE PLASTIC MANUFACTURING L.L.C 
   

Address           : AL BAHIYA, JURF3, AJMAN, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES.   
 

Product Name        : KIDNEY TRAY, SPECIMEN CONTAINER, MEDICINE CUP,  
                                         RECTANGULAR BASIN, SHARP CONTAINER, MALE  
                                         URINAL, HDPE BOTTLES. 
 
 

The Certification body has performed an audit of the above product quality system covering the design, manufacture 
and final inspection of the certified product. The quality system has been assessed, approved and is subject to 
continuous surveillance according to Directive Council Directive on Medical Devices 93/42/EEC as Amended 
2007/47/EC. 
This certificate is issued under the following conditions: 
 

1. It applies only to the quality system maintained in the manufacture of above referenced 
models and it does not substitute the design or type-examination procedures, if requested. 

2. The certificate remains valid until the manufacturing conditions or the quality systems are 
changed. 

3. The certificate validity is conditioned by positive results or surveillance audits. 
 
 

The CE mark as shown above can be used, under the responsibility of the manufacturer, after 
completion of an EC Declaration of conformity and compliance with all relevant EC Directives. The 
statement is based on a single evaluation of one sample of above mentioned product. It does not imply 
an assessment of the whole production. 
   

Validity of this certificate can be verified at www.ukcertifications.org.uk/verify 
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Male urinals have been a crucial component of patient care for collecting urine, and we prod uce

them using the best raw materials available that are created by top manufacturers.

The product contains markings on both sides, which makes obtaining measurements easy. The caps

have been designed so that leaks won't happen in the case of an accidental drop, and the thickness

and general quality make it comfortable to handle. 
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The specimen stool container is a product that needs careful handling because it is used to collect

stool for sample testing.

We picked polypropylene since it is a durable material that can withstand chemical wear.

Never do we use any poor quality supplies because doing so alters the outcome.

Our stool containers are marked with markings that display both ounce and milliliter marker.

The caps are intended to be leak-proof under normal conditions.

To avoid contamination, each bottle is individually packaged.
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Urine specimen containers are used to collect urine for sample testing, making them a

product that needs careful handling. We picked polypropylene since it is a durable

material that can withstand chemical wear. Never utilize any low-quality materials

doing so can lead to unpredictable results.

Our urine containers have markings that display ounce and milliliter markings.

The caps are intended to be leak-proof under normal conditions.

To avoid damage, each bottle is packaged separately.
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In order to withstand the sharp objects, sharp containers are built of recyclable

polypropylene with exceptional impact strength. Additionally, in the case of an unintentional

fall, the material is resistant to breakage.

Compared to regular containers, there is more usable space.

To maximize the usable volume, widen the body. Reduced Plastic

Use Intended To Have A Smaller Effect On The Environment.

Designed To Withstand An Unintentional Spill.

Suitable For a Variety Of Wall Mounts.
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Sharp bins are manufactured of adaptable polypropylene homopolymer

that has been combined with additives for strength and color.

The product exhibits excellent toughness and stiffness.

Tensile modulus: 1550 mpa 

Tensile stress at yield: 34.5 mpa 

Charpy impact strength notched:3.5kj/m2 

*Measured on injection Moulded specimens all to ISO: 1873 - 2

Sharp containers are designed for simple use and disposal.

The lid's construction makes it possible to close it completely with just one press.

Bins include handles to make moving them easier.

A wall hanging hook is also included for mounting.
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Basins are a crucial component of medical disposables, and we do create them

from polypropylene that is of the highest quality.

These materials can be recycled if necessary, reducing our influence

on the environment.

The colors and other chemicals used are carefully

selected to meet medical standards.

The user may utilize the wide body design's convenient handling and usage space.

The item is convenient and does not collapse when handled due to the greatest

amount of care, which is ideal for medical facilities where the highest level of care

is necessary. The basins have a maximum volume capacity of 5 liters.
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These trays are resistant to most chemicals and produced from 100% pure

polypropylene, which is supplied by top manufacturers. The product is reliable

since the raw material may be recycled to have a smaller environmental impact.

It can also handle high temperatures and stress.

The mouth space has been expanded since we paid close attention to detail

during design, ensuring that use will be simple and straightforward.

The design of the thickness ensures that it is still user-friendly and resists bending.
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The medicine cups are used to provide medicines to patients, and each cup is crafted

of only the highest quality plastic.

Due to the need for a very clean environment during production, automated robots

are used.

 There are measurements on each individual cup in cc and ml.

Each individual cup is marked in cc and ml up to 30 ml.

Since high clarity materials are used in manufacture, the level of transparency is at its highest.
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